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Evans is a speaker and consultant for Abbott Nutrition, Fresenius Kabi, Alcresta Advisory Board and Coram CVS Home Infusion. Gordon S. Sachs works in Fresenius Kabi, North America. In the spring of 2017, the American Society of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition (ASPEN) Parent Committee on
Nutrition Safety and the Committee on Clinical Practice convened an inter-professional task force to develop consensus recommendations to identify patients with feeding syndrome or risk for the treatment of syndrome (RS) and to avoid and manage the condition. This report contains descriptive reviews
and consensus recommendations for hospitalized adults and paediatric populations. A consensus process has been developed in response to differences in definitions and methods reported in the literature. Subgroups of the authors examined specific questions through a literature review. The summary
was submitted to the entire group for discussion by email and teleconference. Each section was then drawn up into a major document, several of which were considered by the committee. This group proposes a new clinical definition and criteria for risk stratification through treatment and screening
strategies. The authors suggest that the diagnostic criteria of MS should be stratified as follows: reduction in any 2, or 3 levels of serum phosphorus, potassium and/or magnesium by 10%-20% (soft), 20%-30% (moderate), or zgt;30% and/or organ dysfunction as a result of reducing any of them and/or



due to thiamine deficiency (severe), occur within 5 days of reintroduction of calories. These consensus recommendations are intended to make recommendations on risk recognition and identification, stratification, avoidance and management of RS. This consensus definition is additionally intended to be
used as a basis for further studies of morbidity, effects, pathophysiology, avoidance and treatment of MS. In 2017, the American Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition Society (ASPEN) Parenteral Nutrition (PN) Safety Committee and the Clinical Practice Committee convened an inter-professional task force
consisting of nutritionists, nurses, pharmacists and physicians tasked with developing the development of recommendations for screening and management of patients who are at risk or have developed overfeeding syndrome (RS). This paper summarizes and the consensus of the task force. Due to the
heterogeneity of literature, this report focuses on RS in hospitalized adults and pediatric populations. Below is the proposed unification clinical definition of MS, as well as the proposed updated criteria for MS risk. These consensus recommendations are designed to provide clinical recommendations for
RS prevention and management to medical organizations and clinical professionals. The literature surrounding neonatal malnutrition and MS is complex. Specific recommendations for this group of people were considered to be beyond the scope of the project, and the authors made only general
comments. These recommendations are not medical or other professional recommendations and should not be considered as such. To the extent that the information published in this report can be used to assist in patient care, this is the result of a single professional judgment by a physician whose
judgment is a major component of quality care. The information provided in these recommendations cannot replace the exercise of such a judgement by a health professional. Circumstances in clinical settings and patient testimony may require action different from those recommended in this document. In
these cases, the judgment of the treating professional should prevail. This document has been approved by the ASPEN Board of Directors. RS has historically been described as a series of metabolic and electrolyte changes resulting from reintroduction and/or calorie increases after a period of reduced or
lack of calorie intake. In this context, calories can come from any source: oral diet, enterative diet, PN, or intravenous (IV) dextrose (e.g., 5% dextrose solution). Despite the long-standing recognition of MS as a mechanism for potential serious nutritional complications intervention, high-quality scientific
evidence on clinical syndrome is lacking. Most reports rely on retrospective, observational data and use widely contradictory definitions of the syndrome. The lack of a standard definition hinders the assessment of the incidence of MS, as well as efforts to develop well-thought-out, controlled trials that can
lead to effective strategies for its recognition, avoidance and treatment. Hypophosphatemia is often considered a hallmark of this syndrome, and some authors have suggested that hypophosphatemia is the most common abnormal electrolyte in suspected cases.1-3 However, it may be the result of the
definition of bias or relatively less causes of hypophosphateemia, compared to hypocalemia, making RS a more important cause of hypophosphatemia than hypocemia. Other changes in the electrolyte may be just as important. The RS was first described during the Second War. PRISONERS of war,
camp survivors and victims of hunger Unexpected morbidity and mortality during meals.4-6 In 1944, Keys et al reported the results of a prospective randomized control study assessing the physiological effects of prolonged hunger on conscientious objectors and their subsequent rehabilitation. They were
adults with strong anti-war sentiments who were allowed to replace service with social goods rather than be drafted into the army. This landmark study, known as the Minnesota Hunger Experiment, stands as one of the few studies to directly assess the symptoms seen during the rehabilitation of the
nutrition of malnourished patients and served as one of the foundations of how doctors understand RS today. It is unlikely that such a study will be reviewed by the Institutional Review Board in the current era. With these initial reports, reporting on RS has focused mainly on those with eating disorders
(particularly anorexia nervosa), adult patients who are severely malnourished due to underlying diseases, or geriatric patients with chronically reduced oral intake. Numerous reports of RS have been published. Examples of them are presented here for illustration. A 28-year-old woman has been
hospitalized for severe progressive weight loss with a lifelong history of idiopathic diarrhea, abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting. Her receiving weight of 23 kg was 40% of her ideal body weight, or the estimated body mass index (BMI) of 10 kg/m2. Initial laboratory tests included potassium 2.9 mek/L and
phosphorus 2.7 mg/dL (reference range not given; Serum phosphorus levels can be recorded in mmol and mg; the normal serum phosphorus range is 2.5-4.5 mg/dL or 0.81-1.45 mmol/l.8 PN (dextrose 500 g, potassium 130 mek, phosphate 30 mmol, magnesium 16 mek, thiamine 135 mg and other
vitamins) was initiated at night of intake. The patient reported chest pain and her phosphorus level was 1.1 mg/dL. After a few hours she developed hypotension, cardiac arrhythmia and metabolic acidosis. Requiring ventilator support, pulmonary infections, myocardial instability, and hypotension and died
during the third week of hospitalization.9 a 66-year-old woman was admitted to 36 kg (70% ideal body weight) with abdominal pain, a 6-week history of poor oral intake and 3 months of profuse diarrhoea after canal surgery. She had diffuse muscle waste and anasarka, potassium was 3.4 mek/L, and
phosphorus - 3.4 mg/dL (without reference range). Within 12 hours of taking PN (dextrose 750 g, potassium 20 mek, phosphate 15 mmol and multivitamin). After 48 hours, hours, became sluggish, hypotensive and tachycardia. Its phosphorus was 0.7 mg/dL, potassium 1.4 mek/L and magnesium 1.8
mg/dL. Soon after, it became apneic, requiring intubation, and PN was held. Her hospital course was complicated by bilateral pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome, constant hypotension and, finally, death on hospital day 6.9 These cases illustrate the most extreme forms of MS, in which there
is organ failure and death. It should also be noted that these patients were refed in this way, much more aggressive than our current practice, and both had low levels of potassium and/or phosphorus prior to the onset of calorie support. Low electrolyte levels, however, may not be present when RS
ensues, so attention to other risk factors is probably important. Due to the heterogeneity of definitions, the many topics and the lack of high-quality controlled studies, numerous systematic reviews were deemed unfeasible. Thus, the authors of the task force were divided into thematic working groups. Each
team conducted exhaustive reviews of the literature and held meetings by email and teleconference to review and reach consensus. The article was searched through PubMed using keywords relevant to the topic, such as feeding syndrome, overfeeding hypophosphatem and starvation. These sections
were drawn up in the main document and reviewed by the entire committee. The consensus process included teleconferences, surveys of the entire PN security committee and contributions from several ASPEN and ASPEN board committees. ASPEN identifies the adult population over the age of 18, the
pediatric population between the ages of 28 days and 18 years, and the neonatal population to be under 28 days old. In normal energy consumption, metabolic substrates will change daily, cycling through post-practical, post-corporate and lean conditions. With long periods of malnutrition, survival
depends on the ability to use and maintain available energy reserves efficiently. As hunger becomes more deep, these energy reserves, as well as vitamins and intracellular electrolytes, are depleted. Electrolyte depletion is further exacerbated by conditions such as diarrhoea, loss of bowel contents (e.g.
fistulas, vomiting, stomach drainage) or diuretic use, which cause additional losses. When glucose appears in the blood, insulin secretion increases in response.10-12 If there is a general deficiency of potassium in the body, phosphorus, or magnesium, a decrease in serum concentrations can occur due to
an increase in insulin levels.13-15 Increase in insulin disk phosphorus and potassium intracellularly both on demand (i.e., glucose phosphorylation as glycolysis is initiated) and through direct insulin exposure (e.g. triphosphatase (ATPase). The mechanism of decoments in magnesium levels in this context
has not been well clarified. These reductions can occur even if the serum level is inherently normal. The decline in serum electrolytes can be sudden and severe and can be fatal to a person who has been hungry or catabolic.3, 9, 15 Phosphorus is the main ion implicated in many published reports related
to RS. As mentioned, the emphasis on phosphorus may be the result of a shifting definition, and potassium and magnesium can be just as important. Phosphate is a vital component of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the main form of energy storage in the human body. As malnutrition progresses, the body
will continually use existing phosphate reserves to continue the production of ATP. Depletion of phosphates can lead to respiratory muscle dysfunction, progressing to acute respiratory failure in severe cases.16 This can also lead to a decrease in cardiac contraction. Since phosphorus is important in
conducting electrical impulses, low serum concentrations can also lead to cardiac arrhythmia.17, 18 Phosphorus depletion also reduces the production of 2.3-diphosphoglycerate, Causing an increase in oxygen hemoglobin affinity, reduced oxygen release in tissues, and tissue hypoxia.19 Whey
concentrations of potassium decrease due to insulin stimulation naz/CK ATPase,16, 20 cell wall enzyme that is responsible for the flow of potassium into the cell and sodium out18 and is essential in transmitting nerve impulses and muscle contractions.21, 22 Hypocalemia can disrupt the transmission of
electrical impulses, increasing the risk of potentially fatal cardiac arrhythmia.23, 24 Hypocalemia may also manifest as weakness, hyporeflexy, respiratory depression, and paralysis.25-27 Hypomagnesia has been identified as a feature of RS. As mentioned, neither the mechanism of its development in
RS, nor its direct significance in the incidence of the syndrome have been clarified. Hypomagnesian worsens the absorption of potassium in nephrone, leading to excess losses, and can also lead to impaired cell transportation of potassium, all through exposure to magnesium-dependent enzymes such as
na'K-ATPase.28 Thiamine deficiency can also manifest as a result of RS. Demand for thiamine increases significantly as it transitions from hunger to feeding, as it is a cofactor for glucose-dependent metabolic pathways.29, 30 Thiamine deficiency can lead to neurological abnormalities, including
confusion, encephalopathy (Wernicke syndrome and Korsakov's psychosis), oculomotor anomalies (mostly horizontal ophthalmoplegia), hypothermia and even coma.31-33 Thiamin also plays a role in the conversion of lactate into pyruvat, and breast acidemia can occur in people with tyamine deficiency,
without acute liver injury.34-36 Tiamine deficiency can also lead to a decrease in tiamine deficiency. in cardiac myocytes, which can lead to congestive heart failure, or wet beriberi. Insufficient production of ATP in cardiac tissue can lead to the release of adenosine into plasma. Adenosine causes
peripheral vasodilation, increased cardiac ejection, reduced cardiac contraction, dysthymia and low diastolic blood pressure.37-39 Concerns about intravascular overload and congestive heart failure are sometimes reported in RS reviews. However, they are not based on directly recorded episodes and
may be the result of a change in the terminology associated with heart failure. During the first descriptions of RS, heart failure was used to describe what is now called sudden death, or deadly arrhythmia. Heart failure (meaning sudden death) was part of the original RS descriptions. When the terminology
shifted, congestive heart failure replaced sudden death in published RS definitions. This substitution included an explanation that sodium released into extracellular space as a result of na'/K'ATPase activation led to the osmotic shift of the liquid into extracellular space. However, this ignores the osmotic
action of potassium exchanged for sodium, as it shifts to cells. Although the exchange of sodium and potassium is not equal, in favor of sodium, intravascular volume of overload was not reported. In addition, a large subcutaneous sodium storage system has recently been described.40 Any acute addition
of sodium, except for patients with sodium (e.g., patients with already defunct congestive heart failure), is quickly cleaned and rendered neosmotic. It is not believed that intravascular fluid overload should be considered as a continuation of RS. Subacute or refeeding swelling was seen as a late
manifestation, associated with RS in patients with hunger, mainly in patients with AN, but this is believed to be due to capillary leakage or inactivation of the natriuretic peptide from hyperinsulinemia, not because of the volume of overload.41 Screening strategies to identify patients at risk of RS are
inaccurate and poorly tested, which is even worse due to the lack of consensus definition of RS. Typically, risk RS is identified subjectively by a clinician during enteral or PN assessments and onset.42, 43 criteria specifically designed to predict RS have been published. One example is the British National
Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE).44 These recommendations were formulated on the basis of previously published reviews and the authors' experiences and agreed upon by informal consensus. Screening criteria developed for malnutrition have also been predictive values in the MS. One
such example is the Short Nutrition Assessment Questionnaire (SNAS), which недоедания и тест на скрининг риска для RS.45 Значение этих инструментов скрининга для прогнозирования тяжелой гипофосфатемии является бедным. Их полезность в прогнозировании менее тяжелой
гипофосфатемии или для прогнозирования гипокалемии или гипомагнезии неизвестна, и их полезность была под сомнение.46 И NICE и SNA' забил плохо для чувствительности или специфичности на ретроспективный анализ проверки. В 2011 году обзор 321 госпитализации, только
около 25% из 92 пациентов, по мнению группы риска по критериям NICE разработали тяжелые гипофосфатемии (&lt;0.6 mmol/l;= reference= range= 0.74–1.52= mmol/l)= during= refeeding= (sensitivity=50% and= specificity=76% for= pn,= and= sensitivity=38% and= specificity=73% for=
nasogastric= (ng)= feeds).47= the= validity= of= both= nice= and= snaq= were= reported= in= 2016.= an= “at‐risk”= snaq= score= had= a= positive= predictive= value= of= 13%;= however,= low= snaq= had= a= negative= predictive= value= of= 95%.48= other= criteria= sets= for= diagnosing=
malnutrition,= such= as= that= proposed= by= aspen= and= the= academy= of= nutrition= and= dietetics49= and= the= newer= guideline= from= the= global= leadership= initiative= on= malnutrition= (glim),50= may= be= predictive= of= rs.= but= these= have= not= been= studied= for= their= predictive=
value.= in= the= absence= of= a= universally= accepted= definition= for= rs ,= descriptions= of= incidence= are= fraught.= it= is= generally= agreed= that= hypophosphatemia= is= one= of= the= hallmarks= of= the= syndrome.= thus,= many= studies= in= which= the= authors= have= created= their=
own= definitions= use= hypophosphatemia= as= the= sole= diagnostic= criteria.= in= a= 1996= study= in= which= rs= was= defined= as= hypophosphatemia= within= 72= hours= of= starting= nutrition,= and= hypophosphatemia= defined= as= serum= phosphorus= level= that= fell= by=&gt;0,16 ммоль /
л до &lt;0.65 mmol/L, RS was present in 34% of critically ill patients.51 Using the same definition, a subsequent study reported an incidence of RS of 8% in their at‐risk (by SNAQ) population.51 In a prospective cohort study using severely low electrolytes (potassium, magnesium, and phosphorus), fluid
overload, and disturbance of organ function as diagnostic criteria , a rate of 2% out of 243 at‐risk patients (by NICE criteria) was seen.52 Clearly, these studies are not comparable. Reporting of RS incidence in the pediatric population is even more sparse. A report by Dunn et al,53 in 2003, is one of the
only such studies. In their cohort of 164 consecutive intensive care unit (ICU) patients started on PN, 15 were deemed at risk for RS using criteria developed at their institution. They report the incidence of “electrolyte shifts” within 72 hours of the initiation of nutrition support in the entire population to be
27% and 8 of 15 in the at‐risk population, despite cautious feeding tactics. Of those developed hypophosphatemia, 3 developed cardiac abnormalities and lethargy.53 The neonatal time period is generally accepted to be the interval from birth to 4 weeks mmol/l,= rs= was= present= in= 34%= of= critically=
ill= patients.51= using= the= same= definition,= a= subsequent= study= reported= an= incidence= of= rs= of= 8%= in= their= at‐risk= (by= snaq)= population.51= in= a= prospective= cohort= study= using= severely= low= electrolytes= (potassium,= magnesium,= and= phosphorus),= fluid= overload,=
and= disturbance= of= organ= function= as= diagnostic= criteria,= a= rate= of= 2%= out= of= 243= at‐risk= patients= (by= nice= criteria)= was= seen.52= clearly,= these= studies= are= not= comparable.= reporting= of= rs= incidence= in= the= pediatric= population= is= even= more= sparse.= a= report=
by= dunn= et= al,53= in= 2003 ,= is= one= of= the= only= such= studies.= in= their= cohort= of= 164= consecutive= intensive= care= unit= (icu)= patients= started= on= pn,= 15= were= deemed= at= risk= for= rs= using= criteria= developed= at= their= institution.= they= report= the= incidence= of=
“electrolyte= shifts”= within= 72= hours= of= the= initiation= of= nutrition= support= in= the= entire= population= to= be= 27%= and= 8= of= 15= in= the= at‐risk= population,= despite= cautious= feeding= tactics.= of= those= who= developed= hypophosphatemia,= 3= developed= cardiac= abnormalities=
and= lethargy.53= the= neonatal= time= period= is= generally= accepted= to= be= the= interval= from= birth= to= 4= weeks=&gt;&lt;/0.65 mmol/L, RS was present in 34% of critically ill patients.51 Using the same definition, a subsequent study reported an incidence of RS of 8% in their at‐risk (by SNAQ)
population.51 In a prospective cohort study using severely low electrolytes (potassium , magnesium, and phosphorus), fluid overload, and disturbance of organ function as diagnostic criteria, a rate of 2% out of 243 at‐risk patients (by NICE criteria) was seen.52 Clearly, these studies are not comparable.
Reporting of RS incidence in the pediatric population is even more sparse. A report by Dunn et al,53 in 2003, is one of the only such studies. In their cohort of 164 consecutive intensive care unit (ICU) patients started on PN, 15 were deemed at risk for RS using criteria developed at their institution. They
report the incidence of “electrolyte shifts” within 72 hours of the initiation of nutrition support in the entire population to be 27% and 8 of 15 in the at‐risk population, despite cautious feeding tactics. Of those who developed hypophosphatemia, 3 developed cardiac abnormalities and lethargy.53 The
neonatal time period is generally accepted to be the interval from birth to 4 weeks &gt; &lt;/0.6&gt; &lt;/0.6&gt; Age. However, significant physiological differences exist between newborns before and after 2 weeks. Studies examining the frequency of electrolyte abnormalities in newborns have focused
mainly on newborns who are small for gestational age (SGA; equivalent to less than 10 percentile on the standard growth curve), those with intrauterine growth retention (IUGR), those with extreme prematurity (24-27 weeks), and those with very low birth weight (VLB; 150). IUGR may be the result of
chronic malnutrition in the womb or as a result of acute or late placental insufficiency. Insufficient pre-birth growth may be due to placental insufficiency or maternal concomitant diagnosis, such as pre-eclampsia.54 Several studies have reported electrolyte abnormalities in newborns. Two reported that
rates of hypophosphate were significantly higher in patients who had SGA.55, 56 those with a high index of umbilical artery resistance (UA-RI; defined as a value above 95th percentile) were also at risk of developing early hypophosphate. The release of urine phosphorus and potassium was lower in
these patients, suggesting that low levels were not caused by urinary tract loss.55 In subsequent observation, higher rates of electrolyte abnormalities were found, including hypophosphatemia, in patients with IUGR and VLBW.57 Others reported hypophosphate and hypocathemia in newborns receiving
PN. These authors stressed the importance of careful monitoring and electrolyte abound.58, 59 The use of biomarkers for screening, risk assessment and clinical improvement monitoring can be helpful in clinical decision-making. Conversely, the regular use of low-sensitivity screening methods can lead
to unnecessary interventions, such as the slow progress of feeding towards the goal of nutrition. In addition, regular use of non-specific screening has been shown to increase hospital stays and mortality.60-63 Literature is currently too spare to recommend regular use of biomarkers for clinical use for MS
prediction. For the most part, biomarkers have been studied only to predict the risk of malnutrition and, as it is still, theorists to identify the risk for RS. Thus, the weak sensitivity of these markers (e.g. insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) and leptin) to malnutrition also makes them currently inappropriate as
screening tools for RS. In hospital settings, where close attention to electrolyte levels is the standard of care, feeding complications may, in fact, be rare.64, 65 Until the studies use a unifying definition of MS, the incidence will be poorly studied and the characteristics of patients in which there is a very
Task. However, the consistent risk characteristic derived from clinical experience and scientific observations includes prolonged malnutrition, especially in the context of continued continued Loss. The following are populations that have been found to be potentially at risk or unlikely to be at risk. It should
be stressed once again that the incidence of MS in these populations is unknown. To illustrate, published case reports are presented. AN is associated with energy restriction leading to weight loss and malnutrition, and is one of the population groups most studied for the incidence of MS. These patients
are isolated by hunger, mainly in the absence of other medical comorbidities that distinguishes them from other hospitalized patients. There have been several reports of incidence of various MS components in this population.1, 54, 66-69 Predictably, they are highly variable. For example, one series
reported that the level of hypophosphateemia was 5.8% in their study group of 69 patients (average age 15.5 years). It is important to note that malnutrition correlates with the severity of hypophosphateemia.70 In another series, the authors report a 38% incidence of mild hypophosphateemia (2.5-3.4
mg/dL) and a lack of severe hypophosphateemia (1.0 mg/dL) during onset of nutrition in 46 patients (average age 15.7 years) Average body weight - 72.9% ideal.71 Patients with severe mental disorders may be at increased risk for RS due to poor nutrition as a result of self-requision, side effects of
medication, avoidance of food due to hallucinations, avoiding eating with others due to social anxiety, Lack of everyday life skills (such as shopping and culinary skills), and homelessness with incompatible access to nutritious meals.72, a 73 25-year-old woman with schizophrenia was admitted to the
medical ward with a BMI of 12.5 and a history of significant weight loss over the past year. She swallowed about 670 calories, consisting mainly of simple sugars and fats, in addition to her daily approved meals of 600 kcal/d. The day after this binge eating, she developed severe hypokalemia and severe
hypophosphateemia, mental imbalance, swelling of the lower limbs, and ophthalmoplegia. After a few days of brilliance, it has improved enough to be referred to a psychiatric ward.74 Increased risk for RS in patients with alcohol disorder is thought to occur in a diet deficient in essential vitamins and
minerals. There are no studies of the incidence of MS in patients with alcoholism. However, the authors recommend that the risk for RS be considered in alcoholic patients with evidence of global malnutrition. Similarly, patients who abuse methamphetamine, heroin and other mood-altering substances
also have a higher risk of malnutrition and may therefore be at higher risk for MS. U (BMI 16 kg/m2) the 44-year-old homeless man had an initial level of phosphorus in the low normal range (0.84 (0.84 Reference range: 0.80-1.50 mmol/L). After 4 days of the standard diet, supplemented with IV saline
solution, potassium, multivitamin oral and 100 mg of intramuscular thiamine, the level of phosphorus in the patient decreased to 0.15 mmol/L. Coinciding with this sharp drop, he complained of lower myalgia limbs and paresthesia and diarrhea. It was noted that it has a mood of lability and an extension of
the CTC on an electrocardiogram (ECG). In total, he needed 42 mmola of phosphorus, given intravenously for 36 hours. His symptoms improved with continued nutrition and electrolyte abound, and he was eventually discharged to rehab.76 RS was described in obese patients who underwent bariatric
surgical procedures.77, 78 As in other settings, the frequency and risk factors are unknown. One such case described a 48-year-old woman hospitalized at 117kg and had a BMI of 41.5 for an overdose of lithium and lingering diarrhea, vomiting and confusion. She had several bariatric surgeries in the 13
years preceding, including gastric bandbing followed by slippage and removal and biliopancreatic leakage and revision. She was lost to follow-up for 2 years prior to admission and her weight during this period is unknown, but her intake weight was higher than 98 kg in the past measured. Deficiencies in
vitamins B1, B6, B12, D, K and zinc, selenium and iron, as well as severe hypoproteinemia were noted. Based on her physical findings, she was diagnosed with Wernicke encephalopathy. She first received PN, vitamin supplements, and high doses of thiamine supplements, and then was converted into a
feeding tube providing 1200 kcal/d (10 kcal/kg). Over the next 10 days, she developed severe hypophosphateemia (0.9 mg/dL; a normal range of 2.5-4.5 mg/dL), as well as hypokalemia and hypomagnesia (levels not specified) and pulmonary edema leading to respiratory failure. It has improved since the
aggressive electrolyte abounds and continues to support nutrition.79 This case highlights that RS can develop in conditions of elevated BMI. These patients may have chronic malnutrition and malabsorption. It is also believed that rapid changes in weight that occur initially after bariatric surgery may
predispose to RS if a sudden increase in consumption (e.g. from nutritional support) is observed, especially in the presence of electrolyte loss (e.g. vomiting). Patients who have undergone bowel resections (e.g. for mesenteric ischemia) may also exhibit similar patterns of malnutrition and overfeeding
difficulties that may predispose to RS.80 Adult and pediatric patients with malabsorptive syndromes, such as coeliac disease, may also be an increased risk for RS. Electrolyte and vitamin stocks can be quickly depleted in acute crisis. A 28-year-old woman with coeliac disease was hospitalized with
severe dehydration, diarrhoea, malnutrition and shock, which was suspected of being an ineceent of a gluten-free diet. When her BMI was received, she had 14 kg/m2, and her labs were significant for kidney failure, metabolic acidosis and hypokalemia. The level of phosphorus and glucose was within the
normal range. During the first 2 days, electrolyte disturbances and acid-base disorders were corrected. PN providing 450 kcal/d was started on the 3rd day. On the 5th day the patient developed psychomotor arousal, respiratory failure and cardiogenic shock with a 20% share release. The level of
phosphorus and potassium was extremely low. Mechanical ventilation and inotropic agents were initiated; however, the patient died two days later with the failure of multiple'organ.81 Additional cases of RS in pediatric patients with coeliac disease were described.82, 83 Hunger related to protest or
activism puts individuals at risk for RS. In 2007, for example, a 30-year-old man held a widely publicized voluntary protest in the form of a 44-day fast. During the protest, he lost 25% of his original body weight and drank only water. Overfeeding was done orally using a commercial 1.2 kcal/ml oral feeding
supplement, along with 50 mg of thiamine twice a day and daily multivitamin. It received about 570 kcal per night on day 0 and on day 1, 1140 kcal on the second day, and 1710 kcal on the 3rd day, and then the channels stopped and the 1500 kcal light diet was started on the 4th day. On the evening of
the 1st day its phosphorus dropped from the entry level of 1.0 to 0.46 mmol/L (reference range: 1.2-1.7 mmol/L), which prompted the introduction of 1 unit of phosphate infusion (phosphate 50 mmol, potassium 9.5 mmol and sodium 81 mmol per 500 ml) for 12 hours and oral phosphate (16 mmol) twice a
day on days 2-4. Although he did not have major clinical sequels, he had several laboratory disorders, including elevated bilirubin and liver enzymes.84 Victims of child abuse and starvation are at risk of malnutrition and, by proxy, for RS during their recovery period. Hunger affects millions of children
around the world, in developing and developed countries. Child starvation is often the result of neglect on the part of child caregivers when it is not due to economic factors or hunger.85 Malnutrition among recruits may be overlooked because otherwise it is a healthy population. The 26-year-old Marine
recruit was in training for 10 weeks when he was introduced to the emergency room (ED). His superiors found him tired, hypothermia and confused during the march. After initial resuscitation and rewarming, his confusion resolved and he was reported to lose about 20 pounds (9.1 kg) in the 3 months prior
to starting training because he had more weighting standards. He also reported another 35 pounds (15.9 kg) of weight loss during 10 weeks of training due to the strong Diet. Upon admission, he was found rhabdomyolysis and developed pneumonia. He was not considered in danger to RS since he was
on a regular diet, and was discharged after 3 days. On the 4th day he began to complain of growing weakness and swelling, and was found to have critical hypophosphateemia. Despite IV brilliance, the level of phosphorus did not normalize for 3 days. In total, he received 9 doses of 12 mmol phosphate, 8
grams of magnesium and 200 mek potassium. His symptoms began to be resolved around the 9th day and he was discharged for a limited period.86 This emphasizes that a large amount of brilliance may be required to bring serum levels back to normal. Although it is very likely that this is rare among
recruits, and very few of them are at risk of malnutrition, this case is highlighted to remind doctors to avoid missing the diagnosis of malnutrition and MS due to the patient's youth and general health. Athletes are covered for the same reasons as the military population. A 28-year-old male bodybuilder with
no past medical or surgical history presented ED with a 2-day history of severe, progressive bilateral weakness of the lower leg and reduced arm strength. Laboratory values were significant for extremely low phosphorus, magnesium and potassium. He had just finished a fitness competition two days
earlier and had lost 19kg (≈14% of his body weight) in the four-month pre-competition period. On competition days, the patient's diet consisted mainly of simple carbohydrates (such as chocolate bars) and then 800 grams of different carbohydrates for 5 days. He was admitted to intensive care for a total of
2 days for aggressive electrolyte abound and was discharged to hospital day 4.87 Although malnutrition is common in patients, Receiving hemodialysis (HD) for advanced kidney dysfunction88, 89 and associated with increased mortality,90, 91 RS is probably rare in patients dependent on HD, even in
poor conditions, due to poor purification of phosphorus and potassium through HD. Hyperphosphatemia and high potassium levels are common. RS may be more likely to occur in patients receiving continuous venovenous heofiltration and peritoneal dialysis because the clearance of phosphorus and
potassium is significantly greater than with intermittent HD, but the incidence is not known. Hypophosphateria may occur in patients with intermittent HEART if there is a significant deficiency of 1.25-hydroxy-vitamin D. A severely ill patient is often malnourished for long periods of time, and therefore it can
be assumed to be at risk for RS when the calories are re-off. This applies to medical and surgical patients. da Silva described a seriously ill patient with a past history of alcohol and opioid and malnutrition disorders. She was hospitalized with a changed mental state after a suspected overdose. On to ED,
she was in hypercapal respiratory failure and was intubated. Initial potassium was low at 2.4 mek/L (normal: 3.5-50 mek/L), and phosphorus concentration was normal (normal: 2.5-4.5 mg/dL). EN was started after several days of mechanical ventilation in the intensive care unit. Pre-feeding with
electrolytes showed that potassium was slightly elevated to 5.5 mek/l and normal phosphorus 2.5 mg/dL. The next morning, the patient suffered a short cardiac arrest with an electrocardiogram showing a polymorphic, wide complex ventricular tachycardia, indicating a de-point torso. Repeated laboratories
showed potassium 2.6 mek/L and phosphorus 2 mg/dL. Although en speed was reduced by 50% and its electrolytes were aggressively replaced, the patient did not survive hospitalization.92 Patients with malignancies may be at risk for RS due to prolonged starvation and/or electrolyte loss.
Chemotherapy causes nausea, vomiting, anorexia, mucositis and diarrhea, all of which increase the loss of electrolytes. Radiation causes toxicity of the gastrointestinal tract (GI) and mucositis, as well as anorexia. Comorbidities characteristic of malignancies (such as bowel obstruction) can also
contribute to global malnutrition.93 A patient receiving chemotherapy for oesophageal adenocarcinoma has been hospitalized with severe mucositis. The patient lost 18% of his body weight (BMI of 21.9 kg/m2) in the previous 3 months and ate minimally for 8 days before hospitalization. Electrolytes were
originally normal. He became a septic tank on the 4th day and was transferred to the intensive care unit, where the PN was launched in 15 kcal/kg/d. After 2 days of PN, phosphorus became extremely low. PN was carried out and the concentration of serum phosphorus improved to some extent with
parenteral replacement. PN was restarted 3 days later by 15 kcal/kg/d. After a week the serum electrolyte concentration decreased again and the patient gained 9 kg, presumably fluid. Electrolytes were normalized with repletion during ongoing nutrition, and the patient was discharged after 3 weeks.63
Additional RS case reports in this population were published.1, 94 ED often the first contact patients have with hospital care. RS and Wernicke encephalopathy may occur if patients with risk are not identified before starting calories. Patients may also submit ED with RS with a modified mental state if due
to Wernicke or a serious metabolic disorder, and the story can be difficult to obtain. Caring for patients with undifferentiated altered mental state or electrolyte abnormalities should follow modern best practices. In patients who have a risk of thiamine deficiency, such as chronic alcohol users, or those with
severe chronic hunger for any cause, thiamine supplementation should be considered Ambulance. Normally, however, the patient will only be in ED long enough for one single and abound in thiamine, or other vitamins and minerals, can take up to a few weeks. In patients who are cachet or who have
concerns about significant malnutrition, caution in administration of glucose-containing fluids is justified, although it is probably unusual that significant RS will be treated after a short period of infusion of dextrocontinent fluids. Getting a thiamine level is also not a suitable test for ED management, but can
be useful for later care. In most institutions, the test is conducted in an independent laboratory, the results are returned after a few days. Decisions on pre-emptive thiamine supplements should be made on the basis of clinical judgment of risk for Wernicke until better screening methods are available.
There is low consensus and conflicting research to make decisions related to feeding rates to avoid RS. In addition, studies evaluating aggressive overfeeding rates were conducted in patients with AN and targeted adolescents with isolated hunger. Studies that explore conservative approaches target
older patients, are much sharper from medically, and have multiple comorbidities and physiological stressors. In general, an individual approach to overfeeding patients is proposed. Regardless of the energy consumption route, there are several factors that need to be considered when initiating and
promoting energy consumption in those who are at risk for RS. The key ones are physiological responses (e.g. changes in serum electrolyte and heart rate) and tolerance to initial feeding. It was pointed out that there was currently no universal recommendation on how to promote nutrition safely. Many of
the available recommendations are general and vague, providing advice such as increasing slowly,43 in advance gradually,3 or provide a modest increase in energy95 and get goal needs in 3-7 days.96 For example, a review of the McCray article et al recommended promoting nutrition at 200-300
calories every 3-4 days. However, this recommendation stems exclusively from clinical experience.97 Others recommend supplementing electrolytes while increasing energy with the addition of phosphate 10-15 mmol for every 1,000 calories provided.95 Table 144, 97-100 outlines several proposed
approaches for safe energy return for high-risk patients. Table 1. Published Recommendations for Initiating and Improving Nutrition for Patients At Risk for RS Initial Calories Feeding Promotion Other recommendations NICE44 A maximum of 10 kcal/kg/d 5 kcal/kg/d in extreme cases (examples, BMI qlt;
14 kg/m2 or low consumption over the course of ) Slow to meet or exceed full needs for 4-7 days Restoring circulation volume IrSPEN98 Extreme risk: 5 kcal/kg/d High risk: 10 kcal/kg Moderate risk: 20 kcal/kg Slow start of feeding according to the risk category Check electrolyte electrolyte level
Replacement to correct the deficiencies of the CNSG99 Extreme Risk Fluid Monitor Balance: consider providing only 5 kcal/kg/d High risk: start feeding support at a maximum of 10 kcal/kg body mass Moderate risk: enter a maximum of 50% of the requirement within the first 2 days Extreme or high risk:
slow for 4-7 days, Both clinical and biochemical monitoring allows moderate risk: increase energy consumption only in clinical settings and electrolyte results allow energy and fluids to be introduced very gradually Check potassium, magnesium, phosphorus do not stop feeding if the electrolyte level drops
when potassium falls in the serum, Magnesium levels, or phosphorus are significantly low, feeding should not be advanced further until the supplements occurred Cray96 ≈10 kcal/kg/d for severe cases of 15-20 kcal/kg for other calorie increase gently step-by-step manner at 200-300 kcal every 2-3 days
Consider all sources of calories and liquids in your calculations (including dextrose) Check the base electrolytes (especially , potassium and magnesium) before the start of nutrition support, and replace any low levels quickly If hemodynamically unstable, keep sodium containing IV fluids up to ≈1 L/d
initially in severely malnourished patients, such as like those with anorexia nervosa who may have a component of Friedley's cardiomyopathy 100 range from 5 to 25 kcal/kg/d depending on the severity of RS risk nutrition therapy should be started with reduced caloric goals and Slow increase to full
caloric amount within 5-10 days according to the individual risk category for RS fluid overload should be prevented by limited fluid use and sodium limit diet for the first 7 days High-risk patients for RS should receive electrolytes lower than normal/low-normal range Prevention supplements Body mass
index; CNSG, clinical steering group; IrSPEN, Irish Society of Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism; IV, intravenously; NICE, National Institute of Health and Care Services; RS, feeding syndrome. Not only is the literature inconclusive, but the resumption of nutrition at a low rate with slow progress may be at
odds with the appropriate weight gain desired in high-risk populations, such as those with AN.101, 102 Conversely, several recent randomized trials in critically poorly maintained slow start-ups and promotion of nutrition support therapies.103-105 For the most part, studies of aggressive refeeding have
focused on patients with AN. The retrospective comparison examined the effect of a lower versus relatively high-calorie diet in patients with AN.106 Three hundred ten patients aged 10 to 21 years with an average BMI of about 16 kg/m2 were included. Average food intake was about 900 kcal/d and
weight loss was 1.6 kg/mo. Teh Teh The diet in the high-calorie group (222 patients) provided an average of 1,557 calories, while the lower-calorie group received an average of 1,163 calories. In the high-calorie group there is a tendency to more frequent hypophosphateemia, hypomagnesia and
hypokalemia, but this difference is not statistically significant. Their findings showed that high-calorie diets upon admission were associated with a reduction in the duration of stay, without a statistically significant increase in hypokalemia, in another cohort of 361 patients (461 admissions) with an average
BMI of 16.1 kg/m2, all patients initially received 1200-1500 calories/d and were aggressively advanced to 3,500-4000 calories within 10 to 13 days. In total, 7.9% of cases of hypophosphateemia at admission, and 18.5% developed it during treatment. When 54 patients were overfed, they developed mild
hypophosphateemia (2.0 mg/dL), 16 developed mild hypophosphateemia (1-1.9 mg/dL), and none developed severe hypophosphateemia (lt;1.0 mg/dL). The average weight gain was 1.98 kg/kk, with 71.8% of patients achieving a BMI of 19 and 58.5% reaching BMI kg/m2 out of 20. They found that lower
YM intake was more predictable with hypophosphateemia than the rate of weight gain. There were no deaths or serious morbidity. The study was limited in that not all patients had serum phosphorus levels, magnesium, and/or potassium drawn on admission, nor did all patients have these values queering
consistently during their stay.107 Reasonable refeeding rates were also studied for the most in critically ill. In one of the only randomized control studies, Doig et al in 2015 studied RS in critically ill patients from 13 higher education hospitals across Australia. Their definition of RS was a new-sound
hypophosphateemia developing 72 hours after the start of the diet. They measured hospital morbidity and mortality, as well as mortality in 60-day follow-up activities in 339 patients whose phosphorus levels decreased to 0.65 mmol/L within 72 hours of the start of nutrition support. The intervention team
received energy limited to 20 kcal/h for at least 2 days, and if no re-consumption of phosphates was required during those 2 days, energy consumption returned to normal within 2-3 days. The return to normality was defined as 40 kcal/h within 24 hours, then increased the target to 60 kcal/h within 24
hours, followed by 80% of the calculated energy targets for another 24 hours, with 100% of the goals achieved by day 4. If the patient's phosphorus did drop to 0.71 mmol/L at any time during meals, the calories were limited to initiation (20 kcal/h) and the process restarted. Patients in the control group
received about 69 kcal/h. mortality for 60 days, with no change in morbidity.108 These findings were by a follow-up study of 337 seriously ill patients intubated within 7 days. They identified RS, in the same way as in the previous trial, as the new onset of hypophosphateemia, 72 hours after the initiation of
nutrition.the primary outcome was 6-month mortality and icu' length of stay. 50% of their goal's calories for the first three days, with an increase in q 25% of the calorie target per's day after.' MS was observed in 36.8% of patients, with no statistically significant difference in hospital morbidity, and with a
tendency to shorten the length of stay, in a group with a lower calorie intake. They also found that low calorie intake was associated with an increase in overall survival per day of 180.109 This paper describes RS, conceptually, as a measurable decrease in levels 1 or any combination of phosphorus,
potassium and/or magnesium, or manifestation of thiamine deficiency developing soon (hours up to a few days) after the onset of calorie status of a person who has been exposed to a significant period of malnutrition. RS can manifest itself in a wide variety of separations, from small, clinically minor
reductions in electrolyte levels to severe and sudden contractions that lead to or risk development, ultimate organ failure if not pre-empted or corrected. Although many previous definitions, for historical reasons, focus solely on hypophosphateemia, it is suggested here that decrement in any of the 3
electrolytes can signal a complete body deficit and require monitoring or intervention. Specifically, the diagnostic criteria for RS are as follows: reducing any 1, 2 or 3 of serum phosphorus, potassium and/or magnesium by 10%-20% (soft RS), 20%-30% (moderate RS), or qgt;30% and/or organ dysfunction
as a result of reducing any of them and/or because of a tiamine deficiency (severe RS). And it occurs within 5 days after a re-or significant increase in the power supply. Examples of signs and symptoms of organ abnormalities associated with RS can be found in Table 2.71, 110 Criteria for Stratification of
Gravity are arbitrary, but are chosen to harmonize with published gravity stratification for electrolyte decrecions. Table 2. Signs and symptoms of heavy feeding syndrome. Hypophosphateemia Hypocalemia Hypomagnesia Thiamin Sodium Deficiency Preservation Neurological Paresthesia Weakness
Delirium Disorientation encephalopathy Areflexic Paralysis Seizures Coma Tetany Heart-Hypotension Shock Reduction of Average Blood Pressure Increase in Pressure of The Pulmonary Reflexive Weakness Respiratory Failure Contraction changes respiratory insufficiency of the gastrointestinal tract
Nausea Vomiting Constipation Other rhabdomyolysis muscle necrosis Weakness of tremor muscle twitch Altered mental state Tetany cramps Seizures of Coma heart arrhythmia gastrointestinal anorexia Nausea Nausea Vomiting Constipation Encephalopathy Milk Acidosis Nystagmus Neuropathy



Dementia Wernicke Syndrome Corsaka psychosis moist and dry beriberi fluid overload pulmonary eductoric pulmonary decompensation Kraft MD, Btaiche IF, Sachs GS. Review of overfeeding syndrome. Nartra Klin Practical. 2005;20(6):625‐633. a In the pediatric population, the manifestations of the final
intervention of organs are more likely to cause bradycardia, temperature anomalies and respiratory involvement. As indicated earlier, the incidence of MS is unknown. Thus, any quantitative risk assessment is not currently possible. However, some characteristics have been identified as likely predisposing
to RS. Table 3 contains the characteristics recommended by consensus for inclusion in the adult RS risk assessment. Again, since the incidence is unknown, the list cannot be considered exhaustive, nor is the force of exposure to each or several characteristics known. The list includes several additions
to previous NICE,44 criteria, such as the addition of medical exam results, including subcutaneous fat loss and muscle mass. Characteristics of weight loss, fat and muscle loss correspond to the characteristics of malnutrition for adult Academy/ASPEN children for adult patients with moderate to severe
malnutrition.49 For adults, the risk is divided into moderate and severe. There is no definition of easy risk for adults. The Consensus Task Force believes that this could jeopardize the creation of a hypersensitive definition without any evidence of clinical risk or risk of over-intervention. It is also unlikely, by
definition, that mild risk will be clinically significant or will require a change in management. Many of the disease processes that increase the risk of malnutrition are included in the updated risk criteria. Table 415, 111-113 includes some conditions typical of the adult population; however, most of them
relate to adults and children. Abnormal electrolyte values are expressed as a percentage below the lower limit of the norm, as different medical laboratories may have different values for the normal range. Table 3. ASPEN Consensus Criteria for identifying adult patients at risk for refeeding syndrome.
Moderate Risk: 2 Risk Criteria Require Significant Risk: 1 Risk Criteria Required BY a BMI of 16-18.5 kg/m2 q weight loss q 5% in 1 month q 7.5% in 3 months gt;kg/m2 10% in 6 months of calorie intake No or a slight oral intake for 5-6 days or 75% of the estimated energy requirement for 7 days during
acute illness or 75% of energy= requirement= for=&gt;травмы ИЛИ 1 месяц Нет или незначительное устное потребление в течение &gt;7 дней или или &lt;50% of estimated energy of= estimated= energy=&gt;&lt;/50% of estimated energy &gt; &lt;/75%&gt; &lt;/75%&gt; &lt;/16&gt; &lt;/16&gt; within 5
days during an acute illness or injury OR 50% of the estimated energy requirement for 1 month Abnormal pre-feeding of potassium, phosphorus, or magnesium serum concentrations Are Minimally Low Levels or Normal Current Levels and Recent Low Levels requiring minimal or single-dose
supplementation Moderate/significantly low levels or minimally low or normal levels and recent low levels requiring significant or multiple doses of subcutaneous fat loss Evidence of moderate loss of evidence of severe or moderate loss of evidence of severe loss of severe loss of weight to the American
Society of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition; BMI, body mass index. Please note that electrolytes may be normal despite the total deficiency of the body, which is thought to increase the risk of re-feeding the syndrome. Table 4. Diseases and clinical conditions associated with an increased risk of feeding
syndrome. Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome Chronic Alcohol or Disorder of Drug Disphagia and Oesophageal Dysmotic (e.g. Eosinophilic oesophagus, ahalasia, stomach dysmotion) Eating disorders (e.g. anorexia nervosa) Food safety and homelessness Failure to thrive, including physical and
sexual abuse and neglect victims (especially children) Hyperemesis gravidarum or prolonged vomiting Basic stressors or operations without food for long periods of time Malabsorptive conditions (e.g. short bowel syndrome, pyloric Pancreatic Insufficiency) Cancer Advanced Neurological Disorders or
General Inability to Communicate Needs of Post-Bariatric Surgery Postoperative Surgery Patients With Complications Of Prolonged Starvation (e.g. Hunger Strikeman, Anorexia Nervosa) Refugees Squirrel Malnutrition Table 5114-116 lists the criteria recommended, consensus, for inclusion in the RS risk
assessment in the children's population. As with adults, the list cannot be considered exhaustive, nor is it aware of the impact of each or several characteristics. There are several important differences between adult and child populations. The risk of MS is generally thought to be closely related to
malnutrition, especially hunger-related malnutrition. However, adults are thought to be more tolerant of longer periods of hunger. Short periods of nutrient deprivation may have a more significant effect in children due to additional metabolic growth needs. For this reason, pediatric criteria include a level of
soft risk. When assessing the risk of developing MS should take into account the rate of weight gain, current height and length, or BMI for the age of z'score. Table 5. ASPEN Consensus Criteria for педиатрических пациентов, &lt;/50%&gt; &lt;/50%&gt; Синдром. Мягкий риск: 3 категории риска,
необходимые для умеренного риска: 2 критерия риска, необходимые для значительного риска: 1 критерий риска, необходимый для оценки длины (1-24 месяца) или ИМТ-возраст z'score (2-20 лет) No1 до 1,9 z'score, что является изменением от базового No 2 до 2,9 z'score, что является
изменением от базового no 3 z'score или больше, что является изменением от базовой потери веса &lt;75% of= norm= for= expected= weight= gain=&gt;&lt;/75%&gt; &lt;50% of= norm= for= expected= weight= gain=&gt;&lt;/50%&gt; &lt;25% of= norm= for= expected= weight= gain= energy=
intake= 3–5= consecutive= days= of= protein= or= energy= intake=&gt;&lt;/25%&gt; &lt;75% of= estimated= need= 5–7= consecutive= days= of= protein= or= energy= intake=&gt;&lt;/75%&gt; &lt;75% of= estimated= need=&gt;7 дней подряд белка или потребления энергии &lt;75% of estimated need
Abnormal prefeeding serum potassium , phosphorus, or magnesium concentrationsb Mildly abnormal or decreased to 25% below lower limit of normal Moderately/significantly abnormal or down to 25%–50% below lower limit of normal Moderately/significantly abnormal or down to 25%–50% below lower
limit of normal Higher‐risk comorbidities (see Table 4) Mild disease Moderate disease Severe disease Loss of subcutaneous fat Evidence of mild loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −1 to −1.9 z‐score Evidence of moderate loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −2 to −2.9
Evidence of severe loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −3 or greater Loss of muscle mass Evidence of mild or moderate loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −2 to −2.9 Evidence of severe loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −3 or greater ASPEN , American
Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition; BMI, body mass index. a Not intended for use in patients at ≤28 days of life or ≤44 weeks’ corrected gestational age. b Please note that electrolytes may be normal despite total‐body deficiency, which is believed to increase risk of refeeding syndrome. The
approaches to avoid causing RS and those for responding to and avoiding worsening of RS are often the same and are combined in these consensus recommendations. These recommendations (Table 6 for adults and Table 7 for children) may not apply to special populations, such as those with renal
impairment; are meant as general guidelines; have not been tested in randomized studies; and should be adapted to the individual patient and/or institution. Table 6. ASPEN Consensus Recommendations for Avoidance and Treatment of RS in At‐Risk Adults Aspect of Care Recommendations Initiation of
calories Initiate with 100–150 g of dextrose or 10–20 kcal/kg for the first 24 hours; advance by 33% of goal every 1 to 2 days. This includes enteral as well as parenteral glucose. In patients with moderate to high risk of RS with low electrolyte levels, holding the or increase of calories until electrolytes are
supplemented and/or of= estimated= need= abnormal= prefeeding= serum= potassium,= phosphorus,= or= magnesium= concentrationsb= mildly= abnormal= or= decreased= to= 25%= below= lower= limit= of= normal= moderately/significantly= abnormal= or= down= to= 25%–50%= below= lower= limit=
of= normal= moderately/significantly= abnormal= or= down= to= 25%–50%= below= lower= limit= of= normal= higher‐risk= comorbidities= (see= table 4)= mild= disease= moderate= disease= severe= disease= loss= of= subcutaneous= fat= evidence= of= mild= loss= or= mid‐upper= arm=
circumference= z‐score= of= −1= to= −1.9= z‐score= evidence= of= moderate= loss= or= mid‐upper= arm= circumference= z‐score= of= −2= to= −2.9= evidence= of= severe= loss= or= mid‐upper= arm= circumference= z‐score= of= −3= or= greater= loss= of= muscle= mass= evidence= of= mild= or=
moderate= loss= or= mid‐upper= arm= circumference= z‐score= of= −2= to= −2.9= evidence= of= severe= loss= or= mid‐upper= arm= circumference= z‐score= of= −3= or= greater= aspen ,= american= society= for= parenteral= and= enteral= nutrition;= bmi,= body= mass= index.= a= not= intended=
for= use= in= patients= at= ≤28= days= of= life= or= ≤44= weeks’= corrected= gestational= age.= b= please= note= that= electrolytes= may= be= normal= despite= total‐body= deficiency,= which= is= believed= to= increase= risk= of= refeeding= syndrome.= the= approaches= to= avoid= causing= rs=
and= those= for= responding= to= and= avoiding= worsening= of= rs= are= often= the= same= and= are= combined= in= these= consensus= recommendations.= these= recommendations= (table 6= for= adults= and= table 7= for= children)= may= not= apply= to= special= populations,= such= as=
those= with= renal= impairment;= are= meant= as= general= guidelines;= have= not= been= tested= in= randomized= studies;= and= should= be= adapted= to= the= individual= patient= and/or= institution.= table= 6.= aspen= consensus= recommendations= for= avoidance= and= treatment= of= rs= in=
at‐risk= adults= aspect= of= care= recommendations= initiation= of= calories= initiate= with= 100–150= g= of= dextrose= or= 10–20= kcal/kg= for= the= first= 24= hours;= advance= by= 33%= of= goal= every= 1= to= 2= days.= this= includes= enteral= as= well= as= parenteral= glucose.= in= patients=
with= moderate= to= high= risk= of= rs= with= low= electrolyte= levels,= holding= the= initiation= or= increase= of= calories= until= electrolytes= are= supplemented= and/or=&gt;&lt;/75% of estimated need Abnormal prefeeding serum potassium, phosphorus, or magnesium concentrationsb Mildly
abnormal or decreased to 25% below lower limit of normal Moderately/significantly abnormal or down to 25%–50% below lower limit of normal Moderately/significantly abnormal or down to 25%–50% below lower limit of normal Higher‐risk comorbidities (see Table 4) Mild disease disease Severe disease
Loss of subcutaneous fat Evidence of mild loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −1 to −1.9 z‐score Evidence of moderate loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −2 to −2.9 Evidence of severe loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −3 or greater Loss of muscle mass
Evidence of mild or moderate loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −2 to −2.9 Evidence of severe loss OR Mid‐upper arm circumference z‐score of −3 or greater ASPEN, American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition; BMI, body mass index. a Not intended for use in patients at ≤28
days of life or ≤44 weeks’ corrected gestational age. b Please note that electrolytes may be normal despite total‐body deficiency, which is believed to increase risk of refeeding syndrome. The approaches to avoid causing RS and those for responding to and avoiding worsening of RS are often the same
and are combined in these consensus recommendations. These recommendations (Table 6 for adults and Table 7 for children) may not apply to special populations, such as those with renal impairment; are meant as general guidelines; have not been tested in randomized studies; and should be adapted
to the individual patient and/or institution. Table 6. ASPEN Consensus Recommendations for Avoidance and Treatment of RS in At‐Risk Adults Aspect of Care Recommendations Initiation of calories Initiate with 100–150 g of dextrose or 10–20 kcal/kg for the first 24 hours; advance by 33% of goal every 1
to 2 days. This includes enteral as well as parenteral glucose. In patients with moderate to high risk of RS with low electrolyte levels, holding the initiation or increase of calories until electrolytes are supplemented and/or &gt; &lt;/75%&gt; &lt;/75%&gt; must be considered. Initiating or increasing calories
should be deposited in patients with highly low levels of phosphorus, potassium or magnesium until they are corrected. Calories from IV dextrose solutions and medications poured into dextrose should be treated within the above and/or initiated with caution in patients with moderate to severe risk for RS.
If a patient received a significant amount of dextrose within a few days, from servicing IV fluids and/or medications to dextrose, and was imptomatic with stable electrolytes, calories from the food may be re-in larger amounts than recommended above. Restriction of Liquid Restriction sodium Restriction
Protein Electrolytes Checking serum potassium, magnesium and phosphorus before starting nutrition. Monitoring every 12 hours for the first 3 days in high-risk patients. May be more frequent based on the clinical picture. It is replete with low electrolytes based on established standards of care. It is not
possible to recommend whether to give a preventive pre-death electrolyte if the pre-feeding level is normal. If electrolytes become difficult to fix or drop rapidly during the start of a diet, reduce calories/gram dextrose by 50% and advance dextrose/calorie by about 33% of the goal every 1-2 days based on
a clinical presentation. Recommendations can be changed based on a doctor's decision and clinical presentation, and discontinuation of nutritional support can be considered when electrolyte levels are strong and/or life-threatening low or dropping rapidly. Thiamin and multivitamin supplement thiamin
100 mg before feeding or before onset of dextrose containing IV fluid in patients at risk. Supplement thiamine 100 mg/d for 5-7 days or longer in patients with severe hunger, chronic alcoholism or other high risk of deficiency and/or signs of thiamine deficiency. Normal levels of thiamine are unlikely to have
value. MVI is added to PN daily, if contraindicated, as long as PN continues. For patients receiving oral/enteral nutrition, add full oral/enteral wateritis once a day for 10 days or more, depending on the clinical status and method of therapy. Monitoring and long-term care recommend vital signs every 4
hours for the first 24 hours after starting calories in patients at risk. Cardiorespiratory monitoring is recommended for unstable patients or those with severe disabilities, based on established standards of care. Daily weights with controlled consumption and output. Evaluate short- and long-term nutritional
care goals daily for the first few days until the patient is found to be stable (e.g., there is no need for electrolyte supplementation for 2 and then based on institutional standards of care. ASPEN, American Society of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition; IV, intravenously; MVI, multivitamin injectable; Injectable;
parenteral nutrition; RS, feeding syndrome. Table 7. ASPEN Consensus Recommendations for Avoiding and Treating RS in At'Risk Pediatric Patients Aspect Care Recommendations Dedication To Initiate Nutrition to a maximum of 40%-50% goal, But usually starting a glucose infusion level of about 4-6
mg/kg/min and advancing to 1-2 mg/kg/min daily as blood glucose levels allow until you reach a maximum of 14-18 mg/kg/min. This includes enteral as well as parenteral glucose. Calories from IV dextrose solutions and medications poured into dextrose should be treated within the above and/or initiated
with caution in patients with moderate to severe risk for RS. If a patient already receives IV dextrose within a few days and/or medication in dextrose and has been ampthetic with stable electrolytes, calories from the food may be reintroduced in larger amounts than recommended above. Restriction of
Liquid Restriction sodium Restriction Protein Electrolytes Checking serum potassium, magnesium and phosphorus before starting nutrition. Monitoring every 12 hours for the first 3 days in high-risk patients. May be more frequent based on the clinical picture. It is replete with low electrolytes based on
established standards of care. It is not possible to recommend whether to give a preventive pre-death electrolyte if the pre-feeding level is normal. If electrolytes become difficult to fix or drop rapidly during the start of a diet, reduce calories/gram dextrose by 50% and advance dextrose/calorie by about
33% of the goal every 1-2 days based on a clinical presentation. Recommendations can be changed based on a doctor's decision and clinical presentation, and discontinuation of nutritional support can be considered when electrolyte levels are strong and/or life-threatening low or dropping rapidly.
Thiamin and multivitamin thiamin 2 mg/kg up to a maximum of 100-200 mg/d before feeding begins or before the onset of IV fluid containing dextrose in high-risk patients. Continue thiamine supplementation for 5-7 days or longer in patients with severe hunger, chronic alcoholism, or other high risk of
deficiency and/or signs of thiamine deficiency. Normal levels of thiamine are unlikely to have value. MVI is added to PN daily, if contraindicated, as long as PN continues. For patients receiving oral/enteral nutrition, add full oral/enteral wateritis once a day for 10 days or more, depending on the clinical
status and method of therapy. Once the patient is within adult weight categories, refer to adult multivitamin recommendations. Monitoring and long-term care recommend vital signs every 4 hours during the first 24 hours after start in those at risk. monitoring is recommended for unstable patients or those
with severe disabilities, based on established standards of care. Daily Daily controlled consumption and output. Assess energy needs as needed for oral feeding patients. Evaluate short- and long-term nutritional care goals daily for the first few days until the patient is found to be stable (e.g., there is no
need for electrolyte supplementation for 2 days) and then based on institutional standards of care. ASPEN, American Society of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition; IV, intravenously; MVI, multivitamin injectable; PN, parenteral nutrition; RS, feeding syndrome. Simply put, patients considered at risk for RS,
other than young patients with AN, must first get conservative calories. They should be more closely monitored for electrolyte anomalies and treated for electrolyte abnormalities in accordance with established standards of care. Treatment of established RS should be aimed at correcting major electrolyte
abnormalities to prevent sequelae and may additionally include either reducing calories or slowing the progress of calories to possible goals. Treatment should include both reactive and pre-emptive supplements, depending on the severity of RS, or the severity of the risk to RS. Patients with low electrolyte
levels should undergo more aggressive supplements before feeding than would be normal in a stable condition. Considering the severity or speed of electrolyte decrement and risk to RS can determine whether to normalize electrolytes before starting any calories or increase calories. Specific
recommendations for newborns are not included in this document. In general, SGA, IUGR due to maternal comorbidities, elevated high UASRI, extreme prematurity, VLBW, and z'score qgt; No. 2 are examples of characteristics that are thought to put newborns at risk for RS. This is not an exhaustive list.
Further research is needed in all areas related to MS, from verification and more accurate identification of risk factors and definitions of MS and their severity to the standardization of treatment protocols. This paper presents a single set of criteria, such as that the studies are made in a single and the
frequency of sequelae can be determined. Although guidance has been provided, these criteria are based on consensus and should be tested in randomized trials in general, in specific populations and with different accompanying conditions to determine their usefulness. For example, it is likely that the
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